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Executive Summary
• In the West, views differ to which extent the agreement on the nuclear issue would open
up opportunities for future cooperation between Iran and the E3+3.
• The US continues to play an essential role in diplomacy and security policy in the Middle
East. However, it is only partly fulfilling the demands and expectations that come with
this role.
• Even confronted with a massive deterioration in the region’s security situation, Iran’s
and Saudi Arabia’s willingness to cooperate would still be very limited.

Policy Recommendations
• Even after the conclusion of the negotiations on the nuclear issue, the E3+3 format
should be continued as a platform to debate and overcome challenges in regional policy
together with key regional actors.
• Against the backdrop of its own experience with regional integration, Europe should
promote the development of a regional security architecture.
• Europe and the US should intensify their exchange about interests and options regarding
the region and develop a common regional agenda.
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particular in Syria, Iraq and Yemen –, bor-

pute between Iran and the E3+3. The second
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the fight against IS provide a basis for co-

as to the opportunities opened up by an

operation?

agreement on the nuclear issue. Some partic-

3. How can the tense relations between Iran

ipants believed that an agreement would lead
Tehran to change its regional policy and that

and Saudi Arabia be defused?

Four teams representing Iran, Saudi Arabia,

this would be reflected in more cooperation

the US and the E3 (Germany, France and the
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could help stabilize the region. In contrast,
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ernment representatives and experts from

on the nuclear issue might actually result in
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economic relations with Iran, this aspect was
treated as secondary by other western participants.
The Iranian team viewed economic development and regional security as Iran’s most
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important tasks after
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Agreement with Iran
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this context, the Sau-
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“The West is not
properly acknowledging Saudi Arabia’s
constructive role
in the region.”
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because it meant that the West would make
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implementation
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ments. In contrast, Saudi Arabia had always
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fighters returning to Europe. In this regard,
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“Europe’s priority
is the flow of refugees
from Syria.”
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argued that the acceptance of the nuclear

out that it was leading the Kingdom to reflect

agreement by the Gulf Cooperation Council

strongly on its own interests and attempt to

(GCC), in which Saudi Arabia had a casting

strengthen its position in the region. More-

vote, would be of very high importance for

over, they maintained that the US strategy

President Obama. This meant the Kingdom

against IS had failed and that it had merely

could demand Western support for its mili-

strengthened the Assad regime in Syria and

tary intervention in Yemen in return for ac-

Iran’s position in Iraq.

ceptance of an agreement with Iran.

Nonetheless, the US was still viewed as far
more influential in the region than Europe.
This became even
more evident when

The US and Europe in
the Middle East

actors from the region oriented themselves more strongly

There was consensus that the US constituted

towards the US than

a key regional actor. The United States, the

to the E3, despite

participants argued, was the only country in

the fact that the Eu-

“The US is still the
‘indispensable nation’
when it comes to
diplomacy and security
policy in the region.”

“Europe would be ready
to intervene if Lebanon
were to fall largely
to IS and the Al-Nusra
Front.”

the position to form

ropean team viewed itself as fully capable of

alliances in the re-

taking action. The E3 team clearly responded

gion,

provide

to massive destabilization in Lebanon by IS

security guarantees.

and

and the Al-Nusra Front by evacuating Europe-

Furthermore, the US

ans from the country and was even commit-

was still the “indis-

ted to airstrikes against advances by the ter-

pensable nation” in

rorist militias, as long as this had regional

diplomacy and secu-

support. However, neither Iran nor Saudi Ara-

rity policy, and a key regional actor in terms

bia was ready to participate in an alliance.

of arms sales. Moreover, the country’s strong

Faced with a possible declaration of inde-

regional presence even led the Iranian team

pendence by Iraqi Kurdistan, which was

to refer to the US as a “neighbor.”

provided for in the


However, many participants believed that

scenario, the teams


the US was not fulfilling the demands and

discussed their posi-

expectations that came with its position in

tions on the princi-

the region, and that Washington was large-

ple of the inviolabili-

ly focused on concluding negotiations with

ty of borders in the

Iran. Moreover, the United States was subor-

Middle East and their commitment to the

dinating all other regional crises to the dis-

Sykes-Picot order. The US and – after heated

pute with Iran, and passing them down the

internal debate – the European team came

line accordingly. The participants argued that
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this was due to the immense political impor-

borders and calling on the political leader-

tance placed by President Obama on agree-

ship of Iraqi Kurdistan to refrain from claim-

ment with Iran. The Saudi participants were

ing independence.

“The West still holds to
the principle of the inviolability of borders.”

particularly critical of this stance and pointed
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Tensions between
Saudi Arabia and Iran

frequent contact than Saudi Arabia and Iran.
The participants concluded that agreement
on the nuclear issue would not ease tensions

Many participants were disenchanted by the

between Iran and Saudi Arabia, and instead

massive tensions expressed between Iran and

was more likely to escalate the situation.

Saudi Arabia. In particular, the participants

The scenario demonstrated that the con-

highlighted the predominance of zero-sum

flict in Yemen had far greater significance for

the

Saudi Arabia than for Iran. Furthermore, vic-

lack of mechanisms

tory for the Saudi-led coalition would have

for conflict resolu-

strong symbolic value. The Saudi team argued

tion. These points

that its aim in Yemen was to curb Houthi

became even more

“expansionism” and

evident during the

to integrate the reb-

second move, which foresaw Damascus and

els into the political

large parts of Lebanon falling to IS and the

process. During the

Al-Nusra Front: even these developments

debate, the Iranian

could not spark cooperation between Saudi

team rejected claims

thinking

“At what point will Iran
and Saudi Arabia be
willing to cooperate?”

and

“Victory in Yemen
is crucial for Saudi
A rabia.”

Arabia and Iran. Moreover, neither side ap-

that Tehran was massively influencing the

proached the other and sought substantial

situation in Yemen. In addition, the Iranian

dialogue or opted for an open diplomatic or

participants believed that the Saudi-led coali-

military strategy aimed at stabilizing the situ-

tion had little chance of success, with one

ation and pushing back IS and the Al-Nusra

Iranian participant even drawing compari

Front. This led to the question at what point

sons to the Vietnam War. Finally, the West

would Iran and Saudi Arabia be willing to en-

(including the US) also viewed Yemen as less

ter into dialogue. A US participant noted that

of a p
 riority than other on-going conflicts and

even Israel and Palestine currently had more

those foreseen in the scenarios.
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